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Anaïd Donabédian
(SeDyL, INALCO/USPC, CNRS UMR8202, IRD UMR135)

Introduction

Comparison between particular markers in different languages is always controversial, nevertheless linguists can identify in numerous languages a verb tense that can be described as aorist. Cross-linguistic differences exist, due to the diachrony of the markers in question and their position within the verbal system of a given language, but there are clearly a certain number of shared morphological, syntactic, semantic and/or pragmatic features.

The term “aorist”, of Greek origin, has been commonly applied to Indo-European languages on the basis of a common proto-form, which has been the subject of many studies of comparative grammar since the founding of the Indo-European linguistic tradition, and continues to be the object of much interest. But the aorist has also been conceptualized as a category of tense-aspect that need not be associated with any particular verb form, by writers from Aristotle to Culioli. This has led to the application of the “aorist” label to verb tenses in unrelated languages, ranging from Turkish, where it has become part of grammatical tradition, to Wolof, where its presence was suggested by Stéphane Robert (1996), even if in neither case do the semantic properties of the tense in question carry the past perfective meaning that is considered central for aorist by Indo-Europeanists and for some typologists, since Dahl 1985. Other shared features of tenses characterized as aorist include:

– formally speaking, a quite minimal morphology, sometimes even the bare root of the verb (as in Persian: kard ‘to make’, cf. Lazard 1957), but in no case a periphrastic form. In Hindi, for example, aorist and counterfactual are the only synthetic tenses in the verbal system, cf. Montaut (2006a). Interestingly,
the tense called aorist by (Robert 1996) has been previously labeled “the zero aspect” by his predecessor, Sauvageot (1965: 102).

– a lack of anchoring in the moment of speech (cf. Culioli 1980), or of situational anchoring (cf. Robert 1996). It will be shown here that in utterances in the aorist, the situational anchoring is carried not by the verb, but by the context (narration, circumstantial, etc.). Otherwise, the event is without temporal anchoring (gnomic and hypothetical utterances, for example). It follows from this that the aorist can be characterized by a more flexible temporal meaning than other past tenses, being able to carry apparently contradictory meanings (past and future, for example).

In a certain number of languages (notably Indo-European languages, such as Persian, Bulgarian, Greek, and even French –if we adopt Benveniste’s view of the passé simple), what is called aorist tense embodies both what we call preterit uses (in the sense of non-periphrastic past perfective, corresponding to Dahl’s definition of aorist) and aoristic uses. This is also the case of Modern Armenian.

This article aims to sketch the Tense-Aspect-Mood contours of the aorist in Modern Armenian. We will consider both its etymology and its morphology, as well as its uses and their semantic variation as observed synchronically, including the parameters of this variation. The Armenian aorist will be compared to that of other modern languages, in order to show both the ways in which it is emblematic of the category, and the ways in which it is idiosyncratic. By comparing Eastern and Western Armenian it will be possible to identify the influence of dialectical variation, as well as that of language contact.

The approach, inspired by Culioli’s Théorie des operations énonciatives (see for example Culioli 1990), is particularly well-suited to show how the aorist functions. By placing the enunciation at the center of the grammatical analysis, this approach allows us to see how the same referential context can be expressed by different grammatical forms, depending on the situation of

---

1 « L’aoristique est défini par l’opération de repérage Sit0 (Sn, Tn) ω Sitm, Tm où Sitm (le repère) et Sitn (le repéré) sont deux occurrences distinctes de Sit, quel que soit, pour le problème considéré, le statut de Sitm, Sitn ». A. Culioli (1980: 191) *(The aoristic is defined by the anchoring operation Sit0 (Sn, Tn) ω Sitm, Tm where Sitm (the point of anchoring) and Sitn (anchoree) are two different occurrences of Sit, whatever may be, for the problem in question, the status of Sitm, Sitn).*

« La relation ω est la relation de rupture : “ni identique ni différent” » (1980: 183) *(The relationship ω is the relationship of rupture : “not identical, nor different”)*

« L’aoristique est une catégorie dont les marqueurs peuvent être le passé simple, l’imparfait, le passé composé, le présent, le futur, pour s’en tenir à ces exemples » (1980: 191) *(The aoristic is a category that can be formally marked by the past simple, the imperfect, the passé composé, the present, the future, taking these examples into account only.)*. See also (Vogüé 1995).
utterance and the speaker’s attitudinal choices. In this approach, grammatical markers are taken as operators, and not as “encoders”, and operators are defined by their own value rather than by systematic rules of use, which are sometimes observed, but inevitably come with a lot of counterexamples. This will shed light on the patterns these rules are trying to describe, but also on their inability to capture the full picture of the category.

1. Lessons drawn from the place of the Aorist in the Armenian verbal system

A simple observation of the Armenian verbal system, whether Old Armenian, Eastern or Western Modern Armenian, reveals that the aorist occupies a very specific and asymmetrical position in relation to each of the parameters of the morphological structure, shown below for the verb ָּ֙ם, “to eat”, in both modern standards:

---

2 Both are modern languages, standardized in the 19th century, and having fathered an abundant literary tradition. Eastern Armenian (EMA) is the official language of the Republic of Armenia, and also the language of the Armenian community in Iran. Western Armenian (WMA), formerly spoken and taught in the Ottoman Empire, is the language of the western diaspora, and a vernacular and school language in the Middle East (especially in Syria and Lebanon). EMA and WMA have lexical, phonetic, morphologic and syntactic divergences. This paper discusses both variants, since they are very similar regarding the aorist, except in some uses that will be detailed here. By default, generalizations drawn here concern both modern standards. By default, examples are drawn from the Eastern National Armenian Corpus. WMA examples will be tagged as such. WMA did not apply the orthographical reform adopted in Soviet Armenia. The transcription adopted here, based on the written form, is adapted from the Hübschmann-Meiller-Benveniste scientific transliteration, and does not reflect orthographic features kept by WMA. Given consonant mutations that occured in WMA without graphic changes, transliteration is inevitably quite far from phonetics, for Armenian words as well as for foreigner words, written in Armenian. However, this choice was made to allow for the reflection of parallels between EMA and WMA.

3 Imperfective and Perfective stems are generally marked by a suffix -ופ-/-וכ-. but they can also be suppletive, as in the case of ָּ֙ם (root alternation ָּ֙פ-/וקר-), chosen here for clarity.
Table 1: Synopsis of the Western Armenian verbal system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Affirmative</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Imperfect</td>
<td>imperative sg</td>
<td>ker!</td>
<td>mi! uter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>subjunctive present</td>
<td>ute-m</td>
<td>ē'-ute-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>subjunctive imperfect</td>
<td>ute-i</td>
<td>ē'-ute-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>present imperfect</td>
<td>k' ute-m</td>
<td>ē'-em ut-er</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>future in the past</td>
<td>piti ute-m</td>
<td>piti ē'-ute-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>piti ute-i</td>
<td>piti ē'-ute-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfective</td>
<td>aorist</td>
<td>ker'-a</td>
<td>ē'-ker-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>present perfect 1</td>
<td>ker-ac em</td>
<td>ē'-em kerac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pluperfect 1</td>
<td>ker-ac ēi</td>
<td>ē'-ei kerac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>present perfect 2</td>
<td>ker-er em</td>
<td>ē'-em kerer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pluperfect 2</td>
<td>ker-er ēi</td>
<td>ē'-ei kerer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Synopsis of the Eastern Armenian verbal system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Affirmative</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Imperfect</td>
<td>imperative sg</td>
<td>ker !</td>
<td>mi! ker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>subjunctive present</td>
<td>ute-m</td>
<td>ē'-ute-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>subjunctive imperfect</td>
<td>ute-i</td>
<td>ē'-ute-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>present imperfect</td>
<td>utum em</td>
<td>ē'-em utum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>future in the past 1</td>
<td>utelu em</td>
<td>utelu ē'-em</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>future in the past 2</td>
<td>piti ute-m</td>
<td>ē'-piti ute-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>piti ute-i</td>
<td>ē'-piti ute-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>future 3 conditional</td>
<td>k-ute-m</td>
<td>ē'-em uti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>k-ute-i</td>
<td>ē'-ei uti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfective</td>
<td>aorist</td>
<td>ker-a</td>
<td>ē'-ker-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>present perfect</td>
<td>kerel em</td>
<td>ē'-em kerel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pluperfect</td>
<td>kerel ēi</td>
<td>ē'-ei kerel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This tables show that the TAM system of Modern Armenian verbs is organized into tenses exhibiting several types of morphological contrast:

- The stem marks aspectual contrast: the imperfective stem (also called present stem) contrasts with the perfective stem (also called aorist stem). One can note that a great variety of moods (subjunctive, declarative, conditional, imperative for regular primary verbs\(^4\)) are formed from the present stem whereas only declarative moods are formed on the aorist stem.

\(^4\) Imperative singular is formed, depending on the inflectional verb class, from a present stem (regular transitive verbs) or aorist stem (non-primary inchoative, causative verbs or non-regular primary verbs, such as ker ‘eat!’, actually the bare aorist stem). Imperative formation diverges significantly from EAM to WMA.
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- Inflection marks temporal contrast between past and present, among other features. All tenses except aorist and imperative are organized into present/past pairs (as shown in all cells in the above tables containing double entries), what Plungian (2006) referred to as “temporal mobility”. Aorist is the only inflected tense not exhibiting this property.

These types of contrast are well known amongst Indo-European languages, and are exhibited by Old Armenian, but a third type has become an organizing principle in the verbal system at the modern stage:

- Formation, synthetic (stem+inflexion) or analytic (particle⁵+inflected form, or auxiliary + non-finite form), is associated with modal marking. The presence of a particle marks assertive status (actualisation, in Culiolian terms), while the presence of an auxiliary marks the relation to the situation of utterance. The fact that these strategies can alternate between affirmative and negative forms of the same tense (cf. the present in WMA, table 1) demonstrates that they are two expressions of the same operation.

Thus, we see in Tables 1 and 2 that tenses can be classified by their weight from “lightest” to “heaviest”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Inflection</th>
<th>Tense correlation</th>
<th>Analytic form</th>
<th>Concerned tenses (except negation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>singular imperative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>aorist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>subjunctive present/imperfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>present/imperfect; future/future in the past and conditional; present perfect/pluperfect and over-auxiliated forms; perfect2/plusperfect2 (evidentials); semi-grammaticalized periphrastic forms (+all the negative forms, including prohibitive)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Weight hierarchy of verbal forms in Modern Armenian

The hierarchy shown in Table 3 demonstrates that the aorist is, as expected from the cross-linguistic definition of the category, one of the most minimal morphological forms of the system. Its assertive status, however, seems to be

⁵ We have chosen to label as “particle” all preverbal markers of tense, whether prefixes or separate words. Concerning k(ǝ), it appears to be a word (proclitic) in WMA and a prefix EMA, but even if grammaticalization seems to have been achieved at different periods in each variant, the fact that they are written with or without a typographical gap has no relevance to their nature.

⁶ There is no systematic correspondance between EMA and WMA tenses, and when a correspondance is shown, marking strategies may not match, but this does not affect the distribution in table 3.
in stark contrast with neighboring forms in the hierarchy, a paradox also found in other languages (cf., for example, in Hindi, the aorist and the counterfactual as the only synthetic forms of the system). The aorist, as both an assertive and actualized tense (an indicative tense), has the same weight as the subjunctive, which is non-assertive. However, the aorist is differentiated from the subjunctive⁷, as from all inflected tenses, by the fact that it does not exhibit pair opposition of present/past.

As such, we can see from Tables 1, 2 and 3 that the aorist occupies a totally asymmetrical position in the verbal system of Modern Armenian which has already been noted in several studies, the most recent being Plungian (2006) and Giorgi & Harutyunian (2011). Plungian emphasizes the fact that the aorist exists outside the system of temporal past, while Giorgi & Harutyunian go so far as to analyze the aorist as a perfective without temporal marking, in order to account for future tense functions of the aorist in Modern Armenian.

It follows from the above that two main questions arise about the status of the aorist in Modern Armenian:

• Given that it lacks a marker of actualization (either auxiliary or particle), is the aorist an indicative tense?⁸
• Given that it does not exhibit a temporal opposition, is it a past tense?

In answering these questions, we are essentially questioning the relationship between aorist and preterit. Armenian grammatical tradition labels this tense anc`yal kataryal, “perfect past”, that is, considers it as a preterit in the sense given above.

Let us return to the analysis of Giorgi & Harutyunian. The authors (2011: 98), relying on relevant sources on diachrony of Armenian, correctly note the fact that the stem of the Armenian aorist, historically marked by the morpheme -c`-, has an aspectual meaning, rather than temporal. However, they fail to take into account the flexional morpheme of the aorist, which is undeniably a mark of past tense. Although the aorist does not exhibit pair opposition, it is nonetheless clear that the flexional morpheme of aorist, despite the irregular paradigm, is a past morpheme. It is therefore impossible to deny that the aorist is a form of perfective past. This is obvious for regular verb classes

⁷ “Tense correlation” parameter doesn’t have the same status as other ones, it shows how the subjunctive, being a synthetic tense (with the same quantitative weight), is higher in the inflectional hierarchy than the aorist, as it exhibits tense correlation.

⁸ Plungian, considering only EMA, connects modality with temporal mobility (in EMA grammar, what we have labelled Future 3 is called conditional, and what we called future 2 is called obligative). Indeed, the fact that present is also an auxiliated form in EMA leads one to conclude that periphrastic model characterizes the indicative tenses, all remaining tenses having a marked modal meaning.
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such as *grel* ‘to write’, but it is also the case for classes with type 2 inflection, such as *amusnanal* ‘to marry’:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>present</th>
<th>imperfect</th>
<th>aorist</th>
<th>present</th>
<th>imperfect</th>
<th>aorist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1sg gre-m</td>
<td>gre-i</td>
<td>grec‘-i</td>
<td>amusnana-m</td>
<td>amusnanay-i</td>
<td>amusnac‘-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2sg gre-s</td>
<td>gre-ir</td>
<td>grec‘-ir</td>
<td>amusnana-s</td>
<td>amusnanay-ir</td>
<td>amusnac‘-ar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3sg gre-o</td>
<td>gre-r</td>
<td>grec‘-o</td>
<td>amusnana-o</td>
<td>amusnana-r</td>
<td>amusnac‘-av</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pl gre-nk’</td>
<td>gre-ink’</td>
<td>grec‘-ink’</td>
<td>amusnana-nk’</td>
<td>amusnanay-ink’</td>
<td>amusnac‘-ank’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2pl gre-k’</td>
<td>gre-ik’</td>
<td>grec‘-ik’</td>
<td>amusnana-k’</td>
<td>amusnanay-ik’</td>
<td>amusnac‘-ak’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3pl gre-n</td>
<td>gre-in</td>
<td>grec‘-in</td>
<td>amusnana-n</td>
<td>amusnanay-in</td>
<td>amusnac‘-an</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Aorist and temporal inflection

For the regular verb classes, the -i- vocalism, shared with imperfect, is the mark of the past. The consonantal isomorphism of the 3sg aorist inflection (-ir/ -ar) shows that type 2 is no different.

Furthermore, we can morphologically characterize the Armenian aorist as:

- Perfective past (past inflection on perfective stem)
- Synthetic in its formation
- Not exhibiting a pair opposition of present/past.

On the semantic level, characterizing the aorist as a past perfect is supported by the great number of occurrences with a preterit meaning, but this does not represent all observed uses in the language (neither in Armenian grammars nor in corpora). It seems then that we have to take into account the remaining formal characteristics in order to better define the nature of the aorist. By suggesting the criteria of temporal mobility, Plungian questions the indicative nature of the aorist, pointing to the importance of the modal parameter.

I agree with Plungian, in that the modal dimension is a key to the analysis of the aorist. But Plungian’s analysis is biased by the fact that he considers the indicative tenses to the exclusion of the rest of the verbal system. The conclusions will be different when we observe the aorist as part of a modal continuum without categorizing it a priori as an indicative. Thus, my hypothesis is that mood does not structure the Armenian verbal system in a binary way, but rather in a scalar logic correlated to the hierarchy of morphological weight shown in Table 3. I propose to restate Plungian’s query as “being in the neighborhood of the imperative and subjunctive in the weight hierarchy of Armenian tenses, is the aorist an indicative tense?”.

Diachronic development of actualization-marking strategies in Armenian verbal system, which illustrates processes that are cross-linguistically well-

---

9 Verbs chosen here belong to flectional classes that behave identically in EMA and WMA, but that don’t show the same inventory of verbs in the two variants.
known, validates this scalar logic, and confirms that the label of “indicative” would do well to be replaced by the more flexible notion of actualization marking. This approach requires a parameter linked to modality: enunciative status, i.e. the assertive type of the utterance in which aorist occurs.

In the linguistic tradition that arises from Benveniste and Culioli, this parameter is integrated to the core of the grammatical analysis, instead of being considered as a specific level of analysis (as, say, pragmatics is). Some basic notions of this theoretical framework are especially helpful here. The first of these is the distinction between récit (narrative register) and discours (discursive register) formulated by Benveniste as structuring oppositions of enunciative instance and tense, and, as such, being in charge of personal pronouns and past tense use in French. Then, basic notions of Culioli’s theory of assertion, describing the situation of enunciation (Sit0) as the conjunction of an enunciator S0 and the moment of the utterance T0. We also propose, along with Culioli, to break down the process of assertion of an utterance like “The sun is shining” as follows: (1) I say (2) “The sun is shining” (3) is the case, where (1) represents the enunciative instance, (2) the propositional content and (3) the truth-value granted by the enunciator.

In fact, following Cohen’s logic (1985), the diachronic stability of the Armenian aorist, consistently noted by linguists like Markarian (2004:435), is remarkable and seems to reflect specific properties with regard to actualization. One might assume that the aorist has been exempt from the diachronic pressure that affected other assertive tenses, because its assertive value is fundamentally related to narrative register. On the contrary, however, the multilayered actualization observed diachronically in the present tense is the legacy of periphrastic strategies initially serving as optional discourse markers and progressively being grammaticalized.

From this point on, in order to draw a clear picture of the Armenian aorist, connecting its formal and semantic properties, we will examine the uses of

---

10 D. Cohen (1985) describes the process that, in the diachrony of Semitic languages, leads to the shift of the former present into a subjunctive, by creating a new present form with a more explicit actualization marking. In a similar way, Old Armenian subjunctive, a morphologically heavy form, was replaced by old present forms, while the new periphrastic present was appearing in Modern Armenian.

11 On the distinction between the concept of “histoire”, initially proposed by Benveniste, and the one of “récit” used in this paper, see Vogüé (1989).

12 This is what occurred in Armenian with particle k-/ka, grammaticalized during the Middle Armenian period (this stage of the language is attested only in the Western area, for historical reasons), going back to the defective verb ka ‘to be held, to stand’, (1) originally used in collocation with stative verbs: ka u mna ‘he stands and remains’, (2) later with all kinds of verbs, until (3) its grammaticalization, in Middle Armenian, as ku, and (4) the generalization of its allomorph k-/ka, which has become, in WMA, the mark of present indicative (actualized) by contrast with the present subjunctive.
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the aorist in Modern Armenian, as described in grammars, and as observed in the corpus (cf. footnote 2). We will attempt to refine the characteristics of each category of use and relate them to the specific features of the aorist in the Armenian verbal system. We will first examine meanings observed in the narrative register, which are more homogeneous, and then, the more heterogeneous meanings observed in discourse.

2. Meanings of aorist in Modern Armenian

In (Donabedian 1998), I set forth a characterization of the WMA aorist through an enunciative lens, grounded in three distinctive properties of this tense: that it is eventive, compact, and non-anchored to the situation of utterance (Sit₀, characterized by T₀, the time of utterance, and S₀, the utterer, following Culioli), which fit with the framework used across Culioli-inspired studies of the aorist in diverse languages (Guentcheva 1990, Vassilaki & Tsamadou 1995, Montaut 2006a, 2006b).

This section aims to show how these three properties manifest across uses of the aorist in Armenian, and why they are more effective to explain the very nature of the aorist than formulations frequently appearing in grammars (be they issued from the Armenian linguistic tradition,¹³ or typologically-inspired, as Dum-Tragut’s (2009) grammar).

These three properties allow us to describe the specificity of the aorist, avoiding the numerous counterexamples resulting from some combinatory constraints, often assumed in grammars (semantic property of the event, incompatibilities concerning the verb or the context, etc.), as shown below.

It is probably the fear of counterexamples that causes Maslov (1981: 248) to use only negative formulations to describe the aorist in Bulgarian, for which he has been criticized by Seiler (both cited in Guentcheva, 1990: 94): “The aorist denotes a past action (or an action thought to be past) without considering this action in its own progression and without taking into consideration the relationship to the moment of speech.”

The benefit of this formulation is that, although the author may not be relying on an enunciativist framework, he nonetheless places the intention of the

---

speaker at the center of description, and avoids stating incompatibilities which may easily be disproven.\textsuperscript{14}

By applying the three above parameters to Armenian examples, we will demonstrate that the aorist expresses an enunciative choice made by the speaker, more than it does some constraints defined by the referential background (event type, duration of the event, etc.) or by the co-text (compatibility with certain adverbs, relationship with other events, etc.), which actually can be only tendencies, and not rules.

We aim to draw a distinction between \textit{narrative uses} (récit), a register characterized by a temporal reference constructed in the past, disjointed from the situation of utterance and from its temporal and enunciative anchorings (repère following Culioli), and \textit{discourse uses}, where temporal location is calculated in reference to $T_0$.

\textbf{2.1. Narrative uses (récit): the “preterit” meaning}

Within the narrative register, the temporal meaning of the aorist is mainly past perfective, according to the Armenian denomination of the tense. In fact, past perfective is the meaning referred as prototypical for the aorist, as it used to be in many Indo-European languages like Modern Greek (Vassilaki & Tsamadou 1995:46), Bulgarian (Guentcheva 1990), Persian (Lazard 1957: 141, Lessan-Pezechki 2002) or Hindi (Montaut 2006a).

\textit{a. No anchoring to the situation of utterance (disjunction from $T_0$)}

This property is intrinsic to the very nature of the narrative register, in which discourse parameters are suspended: the temporal relation of the aorist to the moment of the enunciation can be expressed by adverbials (sometimes, when I was young, last year, ten days ago, yesterday, etc.). Their function is to set a temporal reference for the narration, that can further be disjointed from time of the speech event, allowing the speaker to express fictions or tales, especially in a written form, disconnected from the speech act.

This property is related to one of the formal features of the Armenian aorist: since the present perfect, being an analytic form associating perfective participle and present auxiliary, is actually anchored to the time of the speech event, and hence, regards the relevance of the event for the time of speech (resultative, experiential meaning, etc.), the aorist, as a synthetic form, doesn’t express such a relation with the speech time and targets the event by itself, throwing the hearer toward the time of the narration.

\footnote{14 If there is inaccuracy in this formulation, it is rather in the use of the words “action” and “denotes”.}
The feature of temporal disjunction, or autonomy from the speech event, explains why temporal anchoring of the aorist event is overwhelmingly contextually marked, either by an adverbial phrase (1):

(1) Այդ օրը Կուշո-ն երկար խոսեց, շատախոսեց, պատմեց Երևանից, ապա ծրագիրներ կազմեց իր Բաքո գնալու մասին:

That day-DEF, Kušo-DEF long talk-AOR3G, rattled.on-AOR3SG, tell-AOR3SG

Erevanic’, apa cрагir-ner kazm-ec’ ir Bak’u gnalu

Yerevan-ABL then plan-PL formulate-AOR3SG 3SG-GEN Baku go-GEN

masin, heto Bilu-n արայարկեc’ gnal miasin man.galu

about, later Bilu-DEF suggest-AOR3SG go together stroll-GEN

That day, Kusho talked, rattled on, told at length about Yerevan, then he formulated plans for his departure to Baku, then Bilu suggested going for a stroll. (Gurgen Mahari, Trilogy)

or by an imperfect VP laying a temporal framework for the referred event (see (2) and (4) infra):

(2) Մինչ Ռոմիկը պատմումէր, Սարոն բերեց թեյը, բաժակներ, շաքարի փոխարեն խուրմա դրեց սեղանին:

While Romik-DEF tell-IMPFT3SG Saro-DEF bring-AOR3SG tea-DEF, cup-PL, sugar-GEN instead date put-AOR3SG table-DAT

While Romik was telling his tale, Sato brought the tea, the cups, and instead of sugar, she placed dates on the table. (Shahen Tatikyan, Destiny)

But a lack of explicit marking of the temporal framework is also possible: the aorist may build a temporal reference by itself, since it functions as a shifting operator from discourse to narrative register within a dialogue:

(3) Վերջ ծանր է իր վիճակը, բայց մենք ալ յանցաւոր ենք:

Very heavy be-PST3SG 3SG-GEN condition-DEF but we also culpable be-PST1PL 3SG-GEN for someone thing INDEF NEG-do-AOR3SG

He is in a hard situation, but we are also culpable. No one did anything for him. (WMA, elicited example)

This property of disjunction from the time of the speech event (T₀), which is inherent to the narrative register, is a determining factor for the constraints that some linguists ascribe to the aorist’s use (i.e. Dum-Tragut 2009: 231) “The aorist is non compatible with adverbs or phrases denoting indefinite time, such as երբևէ, որևէժաման, հաճախ. ” (‘ever’, ‘at any time’, ‘often’). Nonetheless, an elementary query in the Eastern Armenian National Corpus eanc.net reveals 48 utterances of hačax ‘often’ + aorist and 50 utterances of erbeve ‘whenever’ + aorist. So if there is such a constraint, it is a tendency rather than a rule: the disjunction of the aorist event from T₀ implies that the event’s temporal reference is autonomous, not calculated by
reference to $T_0$, whether contextually specified or not (see example 3 where the aorist constructs its own temporal reference). We will comment some examples where the aorist co-occurs with $hačax$ and $erbeve$ in b. and c. below.

**b. A compact and globalized event**

This second property, also exhibited by Vassilaki & Tsamadou (1995: 46) as characteristic of the aorist in Modern Greek 15, is likely what encourages grammarians to present the aorist as a non-durative tense, figurated as a point on the temporal axis, since imperfect is figurated as an interval. With non-telic events (due to the lexical semantics of the verb or to its contextual processing), the imperfect sets up a temporal framework (an interval between an initial boundary and a final boundary) since the aorist is a point with no identifiable bounds, as it aims to refer to the event globally:

(4) Զանգեզուրից վերադառնալուց հետո այդ գրառման հետ կապված դեպքը իսկույն Համո Սահյանին բացեցի, և դա այնքան դուր եկավ նրան, որ հաճախ վերհիշեց ու ծիծաղեց:

Markarian (2004: 434), referring to Abeghyan (1965), claims that the aorist refers to an event without duration; while Giorgi & Harutyunian (2011: 101) mention a punctuality constraint. It is clear that the stake is not the real durativity of the event, since aorist is compatible with stative or durative verbs, as in (7) as well as with iteration: the incompatibility with the adverb $hačax$ ‘often’ claimed by Dum-Tragut is, in fact, a tendency due to the compact feature of the aorist, and not an incompatibility between aorist and temporal indetermination. That explains why these supposed constraints are not absolute, as examples (5), (6) show:

(5) Հայր ամենի փորձից կարծես լիովին երազ անձնացնալու համաձայն և ոչնչացել եցին Համո Սահյանին, որը պատմեցի, ու հաճախ կերպեց ու ոչնչաց է:

15 “Regarding aspect, one can represent the meaning of the aorist stem as a compact interval, impossible to divide. Thus, it has to be conceived as a whole, and the associated event is to be understood as an entire whole, not allowing one to discern a beginning, a middle or an end to it.”
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During that month, I was often close to him, sometimes even daily.

(R. Zaryan, Memoirs I)

The event may be taken as compact, even if the VP refers to an iterative or durative event. Such an assumption requires considering verbal tenses as operators setting an utterance’s meaning, rather than markers encoding a referential situation or context. That’s what happens in example (6), where the aorist re-categorizes a stative verb as a dynamic event.

c. A dynamic event

The ‘compact’ feature is narrowly linked to that of ‘dynamic event’ (in contrast to stative or resultative events), especially in the narrative register. In example 7, durative events referred by verbs kangnel ‘to stay’ and nayel ‘to look’ are caught as compact events and are inserted into the narrative chain:

(Nar-Dos, Our Neighborhood, Tales)

The durative semantics of stative verbs kangnel ‘to stop, to stay’, or nayel ‘to look’, reinforced by the reduplication, create an effect of expectation that may be considered as a negative event (a stop, interrupting the movement); here the stative verb is salient regarding to what was expected (the bull was supposed to continue on his way), and hence bear some eventive value.

Guentcheva (1990: 84) considers the occurrence of an event (l’occurrence d’événement) as the core feature of the aorist in Bulgarian (le trait le plus fondamental de l’aoriste bulgare). Actually, this meaning is related to the preterit meaning mentioned supra for most of concerned indo-european languages. Markarian (2004: 436) characterizes the Armenian aorist as the tense that grants narration’s progression. According to Dum-Tragut (2009: 231), it is used as the main form of narration, especially in a succession of several actions/situations and only if the narrator is a witness of the action.

Compact event is prototypically related to “achievements” (dynamic and telic verbs or events, according to Vendler), what implies that multiple events have
to be chronologically sequenced. That is, prototypically, the aorist is the tense of the chronologic succession of events. Cf. (1), and:

\[(8) \text{Agah ev ēaramit ord-ə cak-ec' ankuys-i kelev-ə, ners mt-av,\}
\text{Greedy and evil worm-DEF pierce-AOR3SG nut-GEN shell inside enter-AOR3SG}
\text{mifjuk-ə ker-av, datark-ec', nst-ec' u erg-ec'.}
\text{flesh-DEF eat-AOR3SG to.empty-AOR3SG sit.down-AOR3SG and sing-AOR3SG}
\]

The greedy and evil worm pierced the shell of the nut, crept inside, ate its flesh, emptied it, sat down and began to sing.\(^{16}\) (A. Khnkoyan, Poems and Fables)

According to Montaut (2006b: 188), the Hindi aorist “représente la simple succession de procès révolus sans jugement de la part de l’énonciateur et comme autovalidés”, as opposed to the perfect tense, “construisant par intervalle ouvert l’espace de validation du procès, apparaît comme un bilan”, which applies perfectly to Armenian.\(^{17}\)

The feature compact + eventive explains why sequences of aorist events frequently denote a chronological succession, this later being, however, not strictly the core meaning of the aorist, and, thus, not significant to be a constraint for the use of this tense. Actually, corpora show many utterances of aorist without absolute chronological succession between events, due to the lexical class of the verb (in (7), the first two stative verbs are in fact concomitants), or to a notional succession between events, rather than a chronological one:

\[(9) \text{Tnak-ə ērmac`-av, lc`v-ec`, cicał-ec`}
\text{small.house-DEF warm.up-AOR3SG fill.up-AOR3SG smile-AOR3SG}
\]

The house warmed up, filled, smiled.
(M. Sahakyan, It was Spring and it had Snowed)

In example (9), the metaphoric use of the verbs can explain why the chronology is not relevant, but one can also mention sequences of ontologically-related verbs having a cumulative effect that does not affect their eventive meaning, sometimes for emphatic purposes, when verbs are all destined to characterize a single attitude:

---

\(^{16}\) In Armenian ‘sang’, but the narrative structure implies a narrative succession of dynamic processes that confer an ingressive value to the aorist.

\(^{17}\) As shown in this example from Barchian (2002: 304). An Armenian professor recounts his arrival in Paris, where no one was waiting for him. *There, at night, we partied (PFT) all night, a goodbye party. I went to bed (PFT) at seven o’clock. At eight thirty, I took (PFT) the TGV and arrived (PFT) at one in the afternoon at the Gare de Lyon. (Not seeing anyone). I got worried (AOR) and said to myself (AOR), ‘he is probably on his way, maybe he will come.’ The set of perfects has the effect of creating a cumulative result, to highlight the state of exhaustion the speaker was in. The aorist comes in once he is not far from the result, but still in action.
Several verbs tend to co-occur frequently, and behave as quasi-collocations; for example *eat, drink, be merry*:

The father received them warmly, they dined together, they ate, drank and were merry, then the shepherd announced the king’s request, saying… (Raffi, The Fool)

As we see, chronological sequencing of aorist events is the rule for discrete achievement-like events that grant the narrative’s progression, but it is not a defining feature of the aorist, since the aorist also allows sequences of non-delimited events, including durative event, which do not move the narrative along as in a sequence, but rather constitute a complex event. Example (12) shows that both types of sequences can co-occur: events (the father received them warmly, they ate, drank, and were merry together, the shepherd announced the king’s request) are chronologically arranged, since *drank, were merry together, that follow they ate*, are breaking down the complex event *ate* (literally: *dined*), in order to emphasize the narration.

Sequences of aorists may reveal other kinds of relationships between constituent events, some of them being explicit (cf. *hence* ‘as soon as’ in (13)) or contextually recoverable (cf. the causal relationship in (14)).
Yes. As soon as you finished reciting it, I understood [that it wasn’t your poem].

(Aravot Daily, 18.11.2006)

One week later, the war started, and we found ourselves on different fronts.

(Arshak, the Rooster).

The common feature of all these kinds of relationships between aorist events is that, having no anchoring to the situation of utterance, they have to build their anchoring contextually. Thus, in a sequence of aorists, events anchor to each other in a way that depends on their lexical semantic properties and/or on the context, the prototypical chronologic sequence ‘veni, vidi, vici’ being just one of the ways of anchoring aorist events among themselves.

The eventive feature of the aorist explains also why the incompatibility of the aorist with erbevê ‘ever’, mentioned by Dum-Tragut (2009), is not an absolute constraint. In a declarative sentence, the aorist with erbevê, which implies a negative verb, aims to assert that the referred event never occurred during the concerned timeslot. Verbs may be achievements (non-durative):

but even with durative verbs, the aorist may occur by re-categorizing the verb as a compact event. Example (17) can be translated with a phasal verb (give into despair) that reflects the compacity of the aorist event:

Despite the unusual, continued drought of the summer and September, the corn growers never despaired.

(Aravot Daily, 07.10.1986)
Thus, when erbevė sights a long timeslot, as in example (18) throughout her life, whatever the semantics of the verb, the aorist builds the process as an event. In (17) and (18), the evative feature can be glossed ‘this thing did not happen’. What is asserted (negated) is the happening of a state of affairs as an event.

As has been shown, the evative feature of the aorist, closely related to compacity and to non-anchoring to the situation of utterance, takes various semantic forms, beyond the alleged constraints of grammars, that are to be considered as one of the displays of these features.

d. Modal meaning

Grammars often mention another modal feature of the aorist. According to Guentcheva (1990:107), the aorist refers to an event that can be taken for granted, that makes no doubt, and this is what distinguishes the aorist from the mediative/evidential tense (1990:94). Dum-Tragut (2009:231) assumes that the aorist occurs “only if the narrator is the witness of the action”.

As a matter of fact, this meaning is not relevant to the narrative register in Armenian, where certainty and witnessing are not marked features of the aorist, as demonstrated in numerous counterexamples as (20), and (29-36). Most of the time this feature is mentioned by grammarians as a distinctive feature of the aorist by contrast with tenses marking doubt, non-certainty or non-witnessing (evidentials, or even pluperfect), but in fact only discourse register is concerned by this contrast, since in the narrative register aorist seems to be unmarked in this regard.

2.2. The aorist in a discourse situation:

The situation of discourse may allow narrative-like uses of aorist, as in this example which exhibits a register-switching inside the sentence (marked //):
The first sequence of events (‘we have eaten/drunk’) is narrative, since ‘it’s over’ switches into discourse register, characterized by its temporal anchoring in the situation of utterance and the subjective involvement of the speaker.

In (19), the switch from one register to another is quite obvious from the context, but in a discourse situation it is not always easy to settle on precise parameters when the speaker switches to narrative register. For example, verfapes hasa ‘finally I arrived’ is purely discursive, but taksiov eka ‘I came by taxi’ may be discursive or narrative, depending on the context (on the one hand, as a reaction to an argument or a presupposition of the interlocutor, supposing that the speaker could not come, on the other hand, in a context like ‘you know, today I came by taxi because last time the bus was terribly slow’).

We will not give here a detailed study of parameters that distinguish between these two uses of the aorist, due to space constraints. Rather, the aim of this section is to analyze the uses of the aorist that imply an anchoring to the situation of utterance. We will see a) that the feature related to the anchoring to the situation of utterance reveals some modal, apparently different and centrifugal meanings, but all related to this core property, that they are revealed through various semantic values, and b) that they have also some aspectual effects. This will allow us to examine c) sentences where the aorist exhibits the “future” meaning, to show that this meaning is consistent with the remaining discourse meanings of the aorist, rather than being a “paradoxical” meaning.

a. Anchoring to the situation of utterance and the modal meanings specific to the discourse register

A discourse situation implies the existence of points of reference, the main ones being the moment of speech and the speaker, tagged respectively T₀ and S₀, according to Culioli’s Theory of enunciation. We have stated that the aorist’s core value is the lack of anchoring to the situation of utterance. Nevertheless, the aorist can occur in discourse situations. The combination of these two apparently incompatible features leads to some modal meanings:

– according to Benveniste, in the discourse register -unlike in the narrative register- the validity of a statement relies on the speaker, which allows a shift to modal meanings such as comment, personal judgement, or emphasis on assertion, as in examples (19) and (20).

What follies we committed, what we ate, drank // That’s over, now 50 days of Lent are coming. (P. Proshyan, A Matter of Bread)
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– the eventive feature of the aorist allows a specific type of assertion wherein the event is referred to as happening out of the speaker’s consciousness, but recorded by the speaker. That creates the possibility of modal effects related to awareness, possibly to **sudden awareness**, as in example (21).

Some contexts and semantic types of verbs facilitate the saliency of one or the other of these meanings. Moreover, the features often attributed to the aorist in grammars, such as “event observable at the moment of the speech”, “witnessing”, “certainty”, follow from such contexts or semantic types and are just one of their possible manifestations.

The first of them is illustrated in the following example:

(20) — Ընտրությունների նախօրեին քաղաքական իրավիճակը լարվում է:

 ramifications of the election the political situation tense-PST AUX3SG.

Ոչ այնքան վաղուց պայթեցվեցին ձեր կուսակցության երկու գրասենյակները:

Not so.much .time-ABL blow.up-PASS-AOR3SG 2pl-gen party-GEN

Erku grasenyak-ner-a, Um e da jeńtu?

2 office-PL-DEF, to.whom is that beneficial?

On the eve of the elections, the situation is tense. Not long ago, the two offices of your party were blown up. To the benefit of whom? (Aravot Daily, 2007.05.10)

Here neither the event nor its results are “visible”, but the event is referred to as relevant for the argumentation, opening the way for a comment or an interpretation. These attributes are associated with a **strong assertion**. A meaning interpreted by grammarians as “witnessing” or “certainty” can appear in this case:

(21) WMA Իրապէս այս անգամ կեանքս սկսաւ վէպի մը նմանիլ.

Truly this time life-POSS1 begin-AOR3SG novel-DAT INDEF resemble.

This time, truly, my life has begun to resemble a novel. (WMA)

In example (21), the event is made discrete by the use of **ays angam** ‘this time’. The subject becomes aware of the event and he expresses it immediately. In this use, the aorist shares some properties of the evidential/admirative tense: the awareness of the event simultaneous to its enunciation is also one of the modal features that characterize the Western Armenian evidential past in the discourse register (mirative meaning), as shown by the temporal translation of example (21) into pluperfect:

(21)a Իրապէս այս անգամ կեանք-s sks-aw vepį ma nmanil.

Truly this time life-POSS1 begin-EVID3SG novel-DAT INDEF resemble.

This time, truly, my life has begun (EVID) to resemble a novel.

18 This can explain, why in Hindi the aorist and not the perfect expresses the admirable.
In a discourse situation, with a reference time \( T_0 \) like in example (21), the system allows for the contrast of the aorist and the evidential, the latter carrying a stronger sense of a surprising, unexpected, amazing event. But when translating the statement into \( T_1 \) as in example (21a), which is out of the situation of discourse, this contrast is no longer possible, which shows that the meanings described in this section are in fact specific to the discourse register.\(^{19}\)

The two features described above lead to several modal meanings, depending on the verb’s semantics, on context, and sometimes on collocations. Some of these meanings have been mentioned for other languages as well:

**Internal states (WMA)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(22) Anôt<code>éc</code>a</td>
<td>be.hungry-AOR3SG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anôt<code>éc</code>a</td>
<td>I’m hungry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(23) Janjra<code>c</code>ay,</td>
<td>feed.up-AOR1SG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janjra<code>c</code>ay,</td>
<td>I’m fed up!(^{20})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This meaning is similar to the inchoative use of verbs referring to subjective states in Greek: Βαρέθηκα, \( I’m \) fed up! (Vassilaki & Tsamadou:1995).

**Change of state (WMA and EMA)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(24) Mt<code>nec</code></td>
<td>darken-AOR3SG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mt<code>nec</code></td>
<td>It’s dark out</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Prospective meaning**

This meaning is mentioned by Dum Tragut (2009: 232) as *ingressive meaning with motion verbs* (gnac`i), and corresponds to the label *aoriste d’anticipation* used by Lessan-Pezechki (1998) for Persian.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(25) Gnac<code>ink</code> (WMA gac<code>ink</code>)</td>
<td>leave-AOR1PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gnac<code>ink</code> (WMA gac<code>ink</code>)</td>
<td>Let’s go!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This last meaning reflects the same property Vassilaki & Tsamadou mention with regard to the inchoative meaning of the aorist with verbs of state or of change of state, verbs referring to the outcome of a physical process.

\(^{19}\) On the aorist / evidential pluperfect complementarity in WMA, see Donabedian (1996).

\(^{20}\) Additionally, even if these utterances show affinities with the evidential, we can establish minimal pairs, \( \text{anôt`éc`e`ay} \) (aorist) not being interchangeable with \( \text{anôt`éc`e`er em} \) (mediative or evidential). The latter opens upon an analysis of causes, while the aorist expresses a simple constatation and is not oriented toward and action in consequence.
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(σάπησε, get.mouldy-AOR3SG “it’s mouldy, it’s got mouldy”), or of subjective states, as in examples (22) and (23).

Only such utterances, which are specific to the discourse register (awareness, prospective meaning), can match the ‘concomitant with the moment of the speech’ feature, mentioned in grammars as characterizing the aorist. Unfortunately, no grammar mentions this constraint. As we have seen, the modal specificity of this use is also connected to an aspectual one: change is a major component for all these meanings.

b. Compact event and aspectual consequences

Dum Tragut (2009: 231), who does not make use of the notion of discourse register, mentions that “In direct speech [the aorist] refers to the action that had occurred immediately before the moment of speech. The result of this action must be observable at the moment of the speech.” The feature immediately before, which leads to numerous counter-examples in its literal interpretation, is actually, through the proximity with the moment of the speech, aiming for the eventive meaning of the aorist, which allows the speaker to capture the event itself, since the perfect captures in T0 the result of the event,21 as shown by glosses in brackets after the translation:

(26) Hâc′d ker-ar prc-ar? Bread-POSS2SG eat-AOR2SG finish-AOR2SG?

That’s it, you ate your meal? [It’s done?]

(26) a. Hâc′d ker-el.es Bread-POSS2SG eat-PFT/EVID.2SG?

You have eaten your meal? [You’re not hungry? I can clear the table?]

This contrast functions with various semantic types of verbs (in (26), an activity verb), beyond the well-known case of achievement verbs like ‘to arrive’ where the aorist, in (27), marks teleology (it’s done, I finished, I did it), when perfect in (27a) marks the result (see the translation ‘he is here’):

(27) WMA wirmxaw xum y WMA Verfapes hay-a.

Finally arrive-AOR1SG

Finally I arrived. (WMA)

This example may have two eventive interpretations: ‘it’s done, I did it’ (emphasizing the accomplishment, which we can label as QNT, following Culioli) or ‘such a thing happened’ (qualitative saliency, emphasizing the

The observable result at the moment of the speech feature undoubtedly corresponds to the same intuition, but this formulation is clumsy and difficult to interpret because this feature is generally used to describe the resultative meaning of the perfect.
very nature of the event, which we can label as QLT). By contrast, in example (27a), the perfect allows only a resultative interpretation:

(27) a. WMA Վերջապէս հասածէ: Verjapēs has-acē.
Finally arrive-PFT3SG (WMA)
He is finally here (resultative perfect). 22

The eventive meaning can apply as well to stative verbs, as seen in example (28), with a strong value of intentionality, of act, which affect the semantics of the verb, reinterpreting it as an eventive verb:

(28) Ինչո՞ւ բնակվեցիր Այրարատում և հայրենի կարգը խանգարեցիր Inč`u bnakvec`-ir Ayrarat-um ev hayreni karg-ə xangarec`-ir ?
Why reside-AOR3SG Ayrarat-LOC and ancestral order-DEF disturb-AOR2SG.

Why did you live in Ayrarat and defy the order of our ancestors? [dared to live, decided to live], (S. Harutyunyan, The Armenian Romantic World)

The meaning of compact event surfaces in these examples through dynamic and telic features, but also with an emphasis on one of the boundaries of the process, either its beginning (cf. inchoative meaning in (21-24)), or its end (26-27). As we can see, whatever the event class of the verb lexicality in according to Vendler’s typology (state, activity, accomplishment, achievement) the use of the aorist leads to the recategorisation of the event into an achievement. The same phenomenon can be assumed to explain what is called in Modern Greek inchoative meaning or resultative state of telic verbs by Vassilaki & Tsamadou, no matter what the lexical semantics of the verb, the use of the aorist recategorizes it in order to allow an emphasis on the boundaries.

In other cases, as in (28), when the target is “the event by itself”, “its very nature”, “the fact that such an event happened” (i.e., according to Culioli, when QLT, meaning the notion, is emphasized, rather than QLT, meaning the utterance with its boundaries), the event is given as compact, that is, as a globalized event, taken as a whole, and the meanings of the aorist merge with those of the narrative register.

These two manifestations of the meaning of compact event (arising of an event, with emphasis either on one of its boundaries (QNT), or on the notion expressed by the verb (QLT)) also appear in the meaning ‘if ever…’ associated with the future values of the aorist.

c. Non-actualized aorist and the supposed future meaning

22 In isolated sentences, the third person as in (27a) is coherent with the perfect, (S0 notices something in the situation about a third party), since the first person converges with the aorist (S0 states an event at the moment it occurs). In longer contexts, one could certainly combine the first person and the perfect, or the third person and the aorist.
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The possibility for the aorist to refer to a future event is sometimes presented as an exotic feature of Armenian. We will show in this section that, not only does this meaning exist in other languages as well, but, moreover, that it is predictable from the invariant features of the aorist defined and illustrated above. Finally, we will show that “future” is not the most appropriate label for this meaning.

• Overview and state of the art

Examples presented in this section are drawn from Dum-Tragut (2009: 231), who introduces them as follows: “In subordinate conditional clauses the aorist is often used to denote a single, unexpected action in the future or an iterative expected action.”

Giorgi & Harutyunian (2011) combine under the same label (aorist with future meaning) examples like (25), with prospective meaning or intentionality meaning, and examples like (29), where the event expressed with the aorist creates a hypothetical framework being the validity condition for the event expressed in the apodosis.

Actually, what differentiates these types is the modal and assertive dimension, which is central for the examples analyzed in this section. In example (25), the event is fully asserted, and even if the temporal value does not match the referential situation, it is assumed by the speaker (as an “anticipation”). By contrast, in examples like (29), the aorist does not have an assertive meaning, the truth-value of the propositional content is not asserted by the speaker as valid for the situation of discourse (that is, the event is not actualized), it is considered an hypothesis that, in examples with future meaning, creates a framework for another assertion, and in examples with gnomic meaning, refers to a general knowledge not linked to the situation of discourse.

23 Cf. Lessan-Pezechky (2002) for Persian, and Vassilaki & Tsamadou (1995): πείραξες το σκυλί, σε σκοτώνω, (litt.) ‘you’ve hurt the dog, I (will) kill you’; έτσι και μίλησες, γιάθηκες (litt.) ‘you talked like that, you’re screwed’, where the protasis is the aorist, but the apodosis may be in the present or in the aorist, as in Armenian. In Russian, it is the present perfective that plays this role, which may have influenced Giorgi & Harutyunian (2011) in their interpretation of this form.

24 These utterances, said to be of future meaning, appear only in Eastern Armenian.

25 What Lessan-Pezechki 1998 calls “the aorist of anticipation”, also attested in Modern Greek with ἔρχομαι ‘arrive-AOR3SG’, litt. ‘I arrived!’ from a waiter who has not even begun to move toward you.
By contrast, in some other meanings of the aorist, the unsettling of temporal reference does not involve a prospecitive meaning. That is the case of the gnomic aorist:26

There, there a thing there is, brother dear, that you now cannot understand.

The man who falls in love [i.e. if a man falls in love, once a man falls in love] with something beautiful (…) would give up his own children, would sell his own mother and father… (Dostoevsky)

Or of what Lessan-Pezechki (1998) calls "aoriste modal potentiel":27

— Ah, said the priest, do not send me home now, now fortunately there is not a soul here, but by my return, you have seen that a nuisance will have appeared… (Boccaccio).

Incidentally, Vassilaki & Tsamadou (1995) mention that the gnomic aorist and the ‘future’ aorist share a common feature: the disjunction from T0. We prefer to emphasize the assertive feature, considering that it conditions the

---


27 Appearing after adverbs with a meaning of ‘perhaps’ (balke, šaâjad), in these utterances it means ‘maybe he will come’. Cf. (30): in Armenian, this value appears more so after adverbs or adverbial phrases indicating suddenness, or even a serial construction with the verb ‘to see’, which expresses also something inadvertent.
disjunction from $T_0$, since the non-validation of the propositional content’s truth suspends the temporal value of the aorist.\(^{28}\)

In order to relativize once more the paradox associated with this “future” meaning of the aorist, it is worth mentioning that example (30) allows more than one interpretation: ‘If someone falls in love…, he will sell his father and mother’; ‘if someone falls in love…he may sell his father and mother…’; ‘once someone has fallen in love, he can sell his father and mother…’.\(^{29}\) In other words, we propose that the specificity of these uses is not the temporal meaning, but rather the modal and assertive property that is able to suspend the temporal value of the aorist in order to emphasize the arising of the event, the change, that is, in the aspectual meaning of the aorist, which is eventive and compact.

In complex sentences containing protasis and apodosis (the most widespread case), the syntactic pattern is not rigid: variation can concern the conjunction (et`e, ‘if’, or ‘that’, henc` ‘as soon as’, not all of which are illustrated here), or even the lack of conjunction in paratactic sentences, as in example (37).\(^{30}\) The aorist is mandatory in the protasis, but there is no constraint on the tense of the apodosis: prospective tenses as future/conditional\(^{31}\) in example (29) and (37), future in example (32), optative in example (33), imperative in example (34).

\[(32) \text{Սակայն еթե да \textasciitilde haʃołv-	extasciitilde ec\` , OEK-ic`-} \text{պահանջելու եմ,} \text{որ \textasciitilde hafotv-ec\`-} \text{կե, \textasciitilde hafotv-ec\` պահանջելու եմ,} \text{որ \textasciitilde hafotv-ec\` Պահանջելու եմ} \]

\[\text{But if that NEG-succeed-AOR3SG OEK-ABL require.FUT1SG} \]

\[\text{or \textasciitilde hafotv-ec\`-} \text{պահանջելու եմ} \]

\[\text{that forgiveness ask.SUBJ3SG people-ABL} \]

But if it does not succeed, I will require that OEK apologize to the people.

(Aravot Daily, 05.10.2004)

---

\(^{28}\) In which Giorgi & Harutyunian are correct, even if we don’t follow them when they apply this to the aorist more generally.

\(^{29}\) See also in this regard example (35), as shown by Lessan-Pezechki for Persian, matches utterances where French uses the past in the future (futur antérieur), which demonstrates that in this context there is a continuum rather than a paradox between past and future meanings of this tense.

\(^{30}\) In Persian, Lessan-Pezechki 1998 gives to these uses, not the label “future”, but that of “hypothetical modal aorist”, in a subordinate clause with agar ‘if’.

\(^{31}\) This tense, designated as “conditional” in Eastern Armenian grammar, has several uses that one could consider to be future. For this reason, we have glossed it under a double label. It appears in the apodosis of conditionals, but also in prospective affirmations (of the type, ‘don’t worry, I’ll come’).
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(33) Որո՞վ, դուք անհնարեք եք, թեքում եք երկարում կարմիր, թեք եք անհնարեք կարմիր:

No, that impossible be-3SG, necessary.be-3SG liberate, and if

impossible be-AOR3SG, let 1PL ourselves die.SSUBJ1SG 3PL.GEN with

No, this is impossible, he must be liberated, and if we do not manage that, may we ourselves perish (optative). (A. Hovsepian, Heart)

(34) Եթե փալաս մալաս կամ խժռելու բան ճարես՝ ընդհանուր ղազանը կգցես.

If rags.etc. or snatch-GEN thing find-SUBJ2SG, communal pot kgc`es. Or b״רניכ׳-ir, անկեր-ներ-d մի.երա, մառիչ-i

put-SUBJ2SG. If be.catch-AOR2SG friend-PL-POSS2 prohib.sell2SG snitch-GEN

het gorc չ-unenas, է.է.է վայ-d ktank*,

with deal NEG-have-SUBJ2SG otherwise misfortune-POSS2 give.FUT/COND1PL.

haskac`ar.

understand-AOR2SG

If you find any rags or stuff to snatch, you put it in the communal pot.
If you get caught (aor), don’t sell out (prohibitive) your friends, don’t deal (subj) with snitches, or you’ll get got. Understood? (V. Teveklian, Granite Doesn’t Melt)

Tenses that are typically employed for actualized assertions, such as the present example (35),32 lend the aorist a gnomic meaning:

(35) Գիտական հայտնագործությունների աստիճաններ են, որով մենք վեր ենք բարձրանում,

Scientific communication-PL-art degree-PL be.3PL, what-INST 1PL high

երկիր-ներ-ա, արշ-է միշ տարմ է, գիտությունը եթե նոր քայլ չարեց, հնանում է, նա ուլտրաժամանակակի պիտի լինի:

Science-DEF if new not NEG-do-AOR3SG be.aware.PST3SG 3SG supermodern be.FUT/ABL.3SG

Scientific papers are steps by which we rise; art always has a freshness (to it), [but] science, if [at any point] it doesn’t progress (aor), beware, it must always be at the forefront. (Azg Daily, 26.03.2005)

Despite the negation, the verb here is strongly evactive, since the lack of any “new move” is considered a fatal mistake, that has consequences (which is translated by ‘if ever’), echoed by the use of the obligative future (with piti) in the next clause.

Sentences where protasis and apodosis both use the aorist are also possible, especially when the sentence sounds like a threat:

32 We have not found examples of the apodosis in the perfect, in fact, the meaning of the conditional changes with the perfect. That would produce the meaning ‘given that he has given the shirt, (obviously) he has changed’, and the aorist would return to its value of past. (The hypothetical conjunction changes from the meaning of ‘if’ to that of ‘given that/since’).
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As we have said before, this syntactic pattern where the aorist has a hypothetical meaning allows various conjunctions, but also parataxis:

If ever I see you, you get caught, each one of you will get seven lashes.

(S. Vartanyan, The Distant Days)

It is also possible, as shown in example (31), to have a collocation that can be analyzed as a serial construction. Here, the first verb has lost its verbal autonomy and cannot be considered as a protasis. It forms, together with *mek* ‘suddenly’, a collocation that is often followed by an hypothetical aorist.

• The distribution of aorist and subjunctive in hypothetical constructions

In all examples like (29) and (32) to (35), the aorist in the protasis can be replaced by a subjunctive, without affecting grammatical acceptability or the general meaning of the sentence. The corpus shows many numerous examples of hypothetical sentences with a subjunctive in the apodosis:

If you don’t crack down (subj) on your son so that he definitively stops to behave this way then there will be no more me and you, Hayrapet. Our friendship will be finished for all eternity. (A. Movsisyan, A Minas, 1885)

The quasi-synonymy between aorist and subjunctive in such constructions is confirmed by example (39), drawn from an oral corpus where aorist and subjunctive are sequenced in an enumeration:
If POSS1SG room-LOC be-AOR3SG person, POSS1SG room-POSS1 be-AOR3SG big, 1SG emph 1SG.DAT thing create.PST1SG DISC, if room-POSS1 be-AOR3SG big, if room-GEN-POSS1 door-DEF be-AOR3SG open, Music be-SUBJ3SG side-ABL disturb-SUBJ3SG, 1SG NEG-power.1SG concentrate-SUBJ1SG.

If I turned out, that there was someone in my room, that my room was [too] big, well, I would get worked up, if the room was too large, if the bedroom door was open, the music next door bothered me (subj), I won’t be able to concentrate.

(oral corpus, OSD polylogue 128, 2006)

However, by contrast with the subjunctive, the aorist emphasizes the subjectivity of the speaker, as shown by the nuances of suddenness in example (34), of warning or even threat in example (37), and of what can be translated by ‘if ever’, as opposed to ‘if’, more suitable for the sentences with a subjunctive in the protasis. In example (34), the hypothetical sentence with an aorist comes after a first hypothetical sentence with a subjunctive (‘If you find any rags or stuff to snatch, you put it in the shared pot’), and the aorist appears exactly when the sentence takes on a flavor of threat (‘if you get caught, you don’t become a rat’). This sense is also congruent with the sense of ‘arising’ mentioned above: in example (39) senyake elav mets ‘the room was (AOR) [too] big’ cannot be interpreted as a stative predication of property, as with the present tense, but is rather recategorized as an achievement by the aorist. The room turned out to be too big, because the speaker became subjectively conscious of this property.

As we have seen, this kind of use of the aorist confirms the core features defined above for the aorist in discourse.

• Parameters that determine the “future” meaning of sentences

The specific meaning of these sentences is not determined by the syntactic structure in which they occur, since one can find in the corpus many examples that are syntactically similar to the previous ones, but where the aorist conveys a meaning of actualized accomplished past.
We have seen that the **tense** of the verb in the protasis is not the determining factor, since in hypothetical sentences there are cases with the present (see (40)) as well as the aorist (as in (41)).

Neither is the **conjunction** a determining factor: *et’i ‘if* has a hypothetical meaning, but we have seen that it can also mean ‘since’, that is, act as though an event has really been actualized, validating the propositional content of the apodosis. This causes the aorist in the protasis to refer to a validated past event. Conjunctions descending from temporal markers as *henc’* or ‘as soon as’, having an affinity with the past, can also occur with a hypothetical meaning where the aorist refers to a non-validated event.

In fact, what disables the past meaning of the aorist in “future clauses” is in most cases the **prospective meaning of the preceding context**, marked:

– by a future or conditional/future verb (by contrast with (40) and (41) where this context explicitly refers to the past):
It’s definitely not for me, what you will do is for your children. If you are not aware of that, we are headed for great disasters. (Aravot Daily, 29.05.2008)

– by an adverb with future meaning:

And if the sun rises tomorrow, know that Vahagn will have mounted (pft) the dragon, will have led it toward the sun. (K. Movsisyan, 12 Journeys to the Depths of the Centuries)

– or by any other element with prospective meaning in the preceding context, like an injunction, an imperative verb as in example (31), or even a verb meaning ‘to hope’ as in example (44):

I hope it will be possible to restore justice through the courts of Armenia, and that A1 will get back on the airwaves) But if we do not succeed inside Armenia, we will argue in front of other courts. (Aravot Daily, 22.05.2002)

• Preliminary conclusion: modal and assertive definition of “future” uses of the aorist

As we have seen, the future meaning of the aorist turns out to be rather a modal, hypothetical or potential meaning. In this sense, we agree with Lessan-Pezechki’s labels. Actually, it is the temporal or modal context that disables the past value of the aorist, keeping activated only the aspektual meaning of a compact event together with the non-actualized assertion. In fact, we have seen that all aspektual properties that we pointed out for other uses of the aorist (compact event, eventually recategorized into an
achievement, with a modal meaning of unexpectedness that can be produced in discourse) are also present in these “future” uses.

For this reason, it seems inappropriate to claim that the future is one of the meanings of the aorist. This meaning is contextually conditioned in several hypothetical sentences where the core value of the aorist, the disjunction from T₀, foregrounds the aspectual meaning of the aorist, making its temporal meaning covert. Such an analysis allows us to consider together the gnomic and hypothetical meanings of the aorist, as in both cases the situation of utterance is suspended and enunciative coordinates are not activated.

The difference between gnomic and hypothetical meanings pertains to the anchoring into the situation of utterance. In hypothetical uses, protasis is not actualized, and thus there is disjunction from T₀, but enunciative coordinates (especially S₁) are activated, which allows subjective meanings like unexpectedness or threat. By contrast, the gnomic aorist implies that enunciative coordinates are not activated: the truth-value of the sentence is not temporally specified, there is no possibility to refer to the first and second person, and thus there can be no subjective meaning, like surprise or unexpectedness.

In both cases the aorist event is not asserted in the sense assertion was defined at the end of section 1. In the protasis, it builds a framework that conditions the actualization of the apodosis. The protasis may either 1) express a hypothesis that can become true in the future (hypothetically), which will involve the actualization of the apodosis, or 2) select a class of occurrences that condition the general truth-value of the apodosis. In fact, what is actualized in these sentences is the correlation between the protasis and the apodosis.

These kinds of uses, in contrast to the others described above, are restricted to Eastern Armenian and are not represented in Western Armenian, where such sentences would be realized with a subjunctive instead of an aorist.

3. General conclusion: invariant and contextual meanings of the aorist in Armenian

In this paper, we have attempted to demonstrate that the Armenian aorist can be defined by three invariant features from which all the attested meanings
can be predicted, as resulting from the combination of these invariants with different contextual and enunciative parameters. The high level of abstraction of these invariants, in contrast to the referential constraints given by many grammarians, allows us to account for a wide range of meanings, while avoiding too-literal generalizations and the counter-examples they generate. Moreover, we showed in section 1. that these invariant features are connected to morphological properties of the aorist in Armenian.

a. Types of assertive anchoring

These three features, eventiveness, compacity and lack of anchoring to T₀, manifest themselves differently, depending on the assertive type of the sentence. We have distinguished three types: the narrative register and the discourse register in simple assertive sentences, and a specific type for the protasis of the hypothetical complex sentence.

1) In the narrative register, the temporal anchoring of the event is disjuncted from T₀, which is consistent with the invariants of the aorist: the event is disconnected from the situation of utterance, the temporal anchoring is text-internal, operationalized by circumstantial markers and/or chronological sequence of several events. The aorist event refers to a past event without specific modal meaning.

2) In the discourse register, which implies an anchoring to the situation of utterance, the anchoring of the aorist event is not granted by the aorist, but rather the assertion is actualized in relation to the situation of utterance. In case of discrepancy between the temporal anchoring of the aorist (as determined by its morphology) and that of the register, modal meanings arise, depending on the semantic type of the verb (internal state, achievement of a natural process, etc.). The common features of these meanings are:

- Aspectually speaking, the feature of advent (related to the compacity, and linked to the phasal meanings of inchoation, change of state, achievement or snapshot).
- Modally speaking, an ensuing strong assertion, possibly exclamative or argumentative, sudden awareness or qualitative salience, which can be related to some mirative meanings.

3) In discursive hypothetical sentences, the aorist appears essentially in the protasis, which is not fully assertive (what is asserted is not the truth value of the propositional content), and the event is referred to as a hypothetical framework that can actualize the event of the apodosis. These sentences can be of two semantic types:
• The prospective hypothesis of the advent of an event (‘if ever’), with various subjective shades (detrimental, mirative, of threat, etc.), where the eventuality of the aorist event is considered in a specific situation that could happen, or not, in the future.
• The generic hypothesis of a class of situations that allow the assertion of a gnomic truth, non-specific, related to any occurrence of this class.

b. The defining invariants of the aorist

Thus, in these three registers, the defining invariants of the aorist manifest themselves depending on the enunciative parameters of the register, and in each case the aorist is distributionally in contrast with two different tenses:

1) Temporal anchoring: the aorist is a past tense disjuncted from T0. It contrasts a) with the perfect (with which it shares the feature of past accomplished tense), and b) with the subjunctive, which is congruent with formal affinities shown in Table 2.

The aorist is event-oriented, since the perfect’s target is the relevance of the event for the moment of the utterance. Thus the aorist is a narrative tense, since the perfect implies a situation of utterance.33

In discourse contexts, the orientation toward the event leads up to an emphatic assertion, focused on the advent of the event, with several associated nuances: strong assertion (19), argumentative, (20) and (21), and eventually exclamative nuance, (22) to (23).

In contexts where the actualization of the event is not granted (hypothesis), thus is, where there is no possibility of temporal anchoring, the aorist may appear without temporal meaning instead of a subjunctive. By contrast with the subjunctive, the aspectual meaning of the aorist is conserved, giving the sentence a meaning of “advent”, that is vested in by various subjective meanings (detrimental, of threat, mirative; in contexts of strong threat, the apodosis can also be expressed with the aorist, as in example (36)).

2) Compacity/globalness and dynamic/eventive feature: the aorist is telic, in that it contrasts with the resultative perfect, which recategorizes the event into a state. This explains the anchoring of multiple events one to another in narrations. Compacity does not allow to break down events into phases, framing each one as a single phase, that is, processing the whole event as an achievement, in Vendler’s sense, see example (7). Thus, the aorist is able to affect the lexical semantics of verbs, by operating what we call a re-

33 The use of the perfect in the narrative creates a referential situation, as shown in the example discussed in footnote 17.
categorization. Durative, non-telic, or even stative or existential verbs (examples (6), (39)), may be “recategorized” by the aorist as non-durative, telic, eventive, either by adding aspectual meanings like the inchoative (examples (21) to (24)) or the snapshot effect, as in the aorist of anticipation (25), or by adding modal meanings, as teleology (examples (26) and (27)) or qualitative or notional saliency with focus on the intentionality in example (28).

c. Morphological properties of the aorist in the verbal system of Modern Armenian

Finally, we demonstrated how each of the particular meanings we have accounted for can be explained by a combination between the invariants and the properties of each of the enunciative anchorings, the invariants being related to the morphological properties of the aorist:

• Perfective (stem) (shared with the perfect and its variants).
• Past (inflection) (shared with all the tenses exhibiting a temporal correlative pair, see Table 1).
• No strategy for explicit marking of the actualization (see Table 3) (shared with the subjunctive)
• Not a member of a correlative temporal pair (shared with the imperative)

These formal properties converge and confirm semantic properties and contrasts already brought to light.

d. Cross-linguistic constants and specificities

We saw that invariants described here for the Armenian aorist, which encounter constants introduced by Culioli in the definition of the «aoristique», also match the description of the aorist in several Indo-European languages mentioned here. Obviously, the shape of the aorist is not exactly the same in all the languages concerned, nor even in EMA and WMA, since the latter does not exhibit aorist in prospective protasis. There can be several explanations for this, and they are not mutually exclusive.

– Some of the occurrences are a kind of collocation (as the serial construction in example (31), but also popular expressions with kspanem ‘I kill (you)’, as in example (37), very usual in colloquial EMA). In fact, even if the use of the aorist in hypothetical clauses is not characteristic of WMA, its meaning
remains interpretable for a speaker of WMA. Areal phenomena may also play a role in these differences: in Turkish, a contact language for WMA, there is no parallel to the hypothetical aorist. By contrast, in the Iranian area, where EMA evolved, there is one.

– The organization of the verbal system of each language, namely the inventory of tenses, is determinant for their distinctive features. Between EMA and WMA, as well as in some of the languages mentioned above, the existence or the lack of a specialized tense for mirative or evidential functions plays an important role in the definition of the modal meanings that the aorist can carry. For example, in Modern Greek, the lack of an evidential or mirative tense explains why the aorist carries the corresponding meanings (22-23). By contrast, in WMA, where there is a dedicated evidential tense, the modal meanings of the aorist are narrower than in MEA, since the meanings of strong assertion, notional saliency, argumentation and exclamation are carried by the evidential tense in WMA (cf. Bonnot & Donabedian 1999; Donabedian 1996, 2001, 2012). Similarly, in the verbal system of Hindi, mirative meanings are carried by the aorist.

These points confirm the need to consider formal properties and contrast between tenses in the system when defining the aorist’s specific shape in a given language. In fact, the way the core values defined here assume temporal, aspectual and modal meanings depends on the enunciative parameters, on the context, but also on the contrast with other available tenses in a given system.
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